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Abstract. Goal-oriented adaptive error control provides a multitude of choices with regard to error estimation and discretiza-
tion refinement strategies. In this note, we investigate the effect of such choices using a flexible framework for automated
adaptive goal-oriented error control applied to a specific test case. The efficiency of the adaptive algorithm varies signifi-
cantly with the choice of parameters. We observe that the optimal parameters match the default parameters provided by the
framework.
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INTRODUCTION

Goal-oriented adaptivity and error control for finite element discretizations seeks to find an approximate solution uh
of a variational problem F(u;v) = 0 such that the error measured in a certain quantity of interest M satisfies a given
tolerance ε:

|M (u)−M (uh)| ≤ ε.

Automated goal-oriented error control was recently added to the FEniCS Project [1, 2] (in DOLFIN 0.9.8) based on
an automation [3] of the framework for goal-oriented error control presented in [4, 5]. In this note, we examine how to
control and explore the strategies used by the adaptive algorithm. In particular, the flexibility of the framework allows
for the evaluation, comparison, and optimization of different adaptive algorithms.

ILLUSTRATING AUTOMATED GOAL-ORIENTED ERROR CONTROL

For illustration, we consider a stationary Navier–Stokes flow in a two-dimensional channel with an obstacle, driven
by a boundary pressure. The computational domain Ω is defined as Ω = ΩC\ΩO, where ΩC = (0,4)× (0,1) and
ΩO = (1.4,1.6)× (0,0.5). We define the Neumann (inflow/outflow) boundary ∂ΩN = {(x,y) ∈ ∂Ω : x = 0 or x = 4}
and the Dirichlet (no-slip) boundary ∂ΩD = ∂Ω \ ∂ΩN . A natural mixed variational formulation for the stationary
Navier–Stokes equations reads: find (u, p) ∈V such that F((u, p);(v,q)) = 0 for all (v,q) ∈V , where

F((u, p);(v,q)) = ν〈gradu,gradv〉+ 〈gradu ·u,v〉−〈p,divv〉+ 〈divu,q〉+ 〈p̄n,v〉∂ΩN .

where V = {H1(Ω;R2) : v|∂ΩD = 0}×L2(Ω), 〈·, ·〉 denotes the L2(Ω) inner product, and n is the boundary normal.
Above, ν is the (kinematic) viscosity and p̄ is a given boundary condition at the inflow/outflow boundary. For this
specific test case, we let ν = 0.02 and take p̄ = 1 at x = 0 and p̄ = 0 at x = 4. The quantity of interest M is the outflux
at x = 4,

M (u, p) =
∫

x=4
u ·nds.

The system is stably discretized using the Taylor–Hood element; that is, the velocity and pressure spaces are dis-
cretized by continuous piecewise quadratic vector fields and continuous piecewise linears, respectively. The complete
DOLFIN [2] code for solving this discrete variational problem adaptively and with control of the error is given below.

The adaptive solve, invoked by the final call to pde.solve, is based on a fully automated, iterative algorithm.
First, the discrete solution (uh, ph) is computed on the initial mesh Th, and an a posteriori error estimate ηh of the
approximation is automatically generated based on the given variational formulation F and the goal functional M .
If the approximation is deemed sufficiently accurate; that is, if ηh < ε , the process is stopped. If not, a set of error



indicators {ηT}T∈Th is automatically computed, and the cells of the mesh are marked for refinement (or not) based on
these. The mesh is then locally refined, and the algorithm repeats with the new mesh.

from dolfin import *

# Import mesh
mesh = Mesh("channel_with_flap.xml.gz")

# Define function spaces (Taylor-Hood)
W = VectorFunctionSpace(mesh, "CG", 2) * FunctionSpace(mesh, "CG", 1)

# Define unknown and test function(s)
(v, q) = TestFunctions(W)
w = Function(W)
(u, p) = (as_vector((w[0], w[1])), w[2])

# Prescribed force
p0 = Expression("(4.0 - x[0])/4.0")

# Define variational form
n = FacetNormal(mesh)
a = (0.02*inner(grad(v), grad(u)) + inner(v, grad(u)*u) - div(v)*p + q*div(u))*dx
L = - p0*dot(v, n)*ds

# Define boundary and boundary condition
def noslip(x, on_boundary):

return (x[1] < DOLFIN_EPS or x[1] > 1.0 - DOLFIN_EPS) or \
(on_boundary and abs(x[0] - 1.5) < 0.1 + DOLFIN_EPS)

bcs = [DirichletBC(W.sub(0), Constant((0.0, 0.0)), noslip)]

# Define goal
M = u[0]*ds(0)
class Outflow(SubDomain):

def inside(self, x, on_boundary):
return x[0] > 4.0 - DOLFIN_EPS

# Define adaptive variational problem
pde = AdaptiveVariationalProblem(a - L, bcs=bcs, goal_functional=M, u=w,

goal_exterior_domain=Outflow())

# Compute solutions to within given tolerance (1.e-3)
(u, p) = pde.solve(1.e-3).split()

CONTROLLING THE ADAPTIVE ALGORITHM

A number of optional parameters may be specified to control the behavior of the adaptive algorithm, including the
choice of error estimate and error indicators, the marking strategy, and the refinement fraction. Here, we will illustrate
how to compare different error indicators and mesh marking strategies by prescribing parameters for the adaptive
variational problem.

The generated a posteriori error estimate is based on a representation of the error in terms of residual contributions,
automatically generated from the variational formulation and the approximate solution, and factors involving an
appropriate dual solution:

|M (u)−M (uh)| ≈ r(w) = ∑
T∈Th

∫
T

RT ·wdx+
∫

∂T
R∂T ·wds. (1)

Here, RT is a residual contribution from the interior of the cell T and R∂T is a residual contribution from the boundary
of T . For the precise formulation and more details, see [3].



This representation leads to (at least) three choices for error indicators {ηT}T∈Th and error estimates ηh:

η
er
T =

∣∣∣∣∫T
RT ·wdx+

∫
∂T

R∂T ·wds
∣∣∣∣ , η

er
h = r(w) (error_representation) (2)

η
dwr
T =

∣∣∣∣∫T
RT ·wdx+[

∫
∂T

R∂T ·wds]
∣∣∣∣ , η

dwr
h = ∑η

dwr
T (dual_weighted_residual) (3)

η
cfs
T =

∣∣∣∣∫T
RT ·wdx

∣∣∣∣+ ∣∣∣∣[∫
∂T

R∂T ·wds]
∣∣∣∣ , η

cfs
h = ∑η

cfs
T (cell_facet_split) (4)

where [·] denotes an averaging of interior facet contributions, cf. [3].
The default error estimate is ηer

h and the default indicators are {ηdwr
T }, but the choice of error estimate and indicators

can be adjusted by parameters of the adaptive variational problem. For instance, in order to use the error indicators
labeled cell_facet_split, the following line of code could be added before the call to pde.solve in the above
listed code.

pde.parameters["error_estimation"]["indicator"] = "cell_facet_split"

The choice of indicator plays a role for the adaptive algorithm, as is illustrated in Figure 1. We see that although all
three indicators perform reasonably well, the use of the ηdwr indicators results in significantly less iterations than the
others.
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FIGURE 1. Error estimate versus number of degrees of freedom for adaptively refined meshes according to different error
indicator strategies. Each data point corresponds to an iteration in the adaptive algorithm.

Currently, the adaptive variational framework includes four different mesh marking strategies. Each marking
strategy takes as input a set of error indicators {ηT}T∈Th and returns a set of markers; that is, a boolean value for
each cell, indicating whether the cell is to be refined or not. For a parameter α ∈ (0,1], the marking strategies are
defined as follows:

Dörfler [6]: Sort {ηT} such that ηTi ≥ ηTi+1 for i = 1, . . . , |Th|−1. Let m be the smallest integer such that
∑

m
i=1 ηTi ≥ (1−α)∑T∈Th

ηT . Mark {ηTi}m
i=1.

Equidistribution: Mark cell T if ηT > αε

|Th|
.

Fixed-fraction: Sort {ηT} such that ηTi ≥ ηTi+1 for i = 1, . . . , |Th|−1. Let m be the smallest integer such that
m≥ α|Th|. Mark {ηTi}m

i=1.



Maximal: Let ηmax = maxT ηT . Mark cell T if ηT > αηmax.

The default marking strategy is a Dörfler marking with a refinement fraction of α = 0.5. However, the choice of
marking strategy and fraction can easily be adjusted. For instance, the following lines result in the use of a maximal
marking strategy with refinement fraction α = 0.7.

pde.parameters["marking"]["strategy"] = "maximal"
pde.parameters["marking"]["fraction"] = 0.7

Thus, the computational efficiency of the different marking strategies can easily be compared, cf. Figure 2. We note
that the default strategy, the Dörfler strategy with fraction α = 0.5, performs the best in this test case.
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FIGURE 2. Relative total computational time for the adaptive algorithm (relative to the longest time measured) versus refinement
fraction α for different mesh marking strategies.

In conclusion, we have illustrated how to solve a nonlinear stationary variational problem with fully automated
adaptive goal-oriented error control, and how to adjust the parameters of the adaptive algorithm. Both the choice of
error indicators and mesh marking strategy clearly affect the computational efficiency of the process.
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